Petite Mr. StarQuest
Shane Phillips - Puttin' On The Ritz - Moba Dance Academy

Junior Mr. StarQuest
Sebastian Kaczor - Autumn - Moba Dance Academy

Teen Mr. StarQuest
Jason Haggerty - Let's Go - Moba Dance Academy

Mr. StarQuest
Michael Haggerty - Unstoppable - Moba Dance Academy

Petite Miss StarQuest
Skyla Jones - There Is Peace - Moba Dance Academy

Junior Miss StarQuest
Amanda Ostuni - The Violin - Seven Star School of Performing Arts

Teen Miss StarQuest
Marina Papic - The Meadow - Moba Dance Academy

Miss StarQuest
Briana Langan - I Will Love You - Moba Dance Academy

Top Select Petite Solo
1st Place - Angela Ye - Upon A Star - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
   2nd Place - Eva Giacalone - Ma, He's Making Eyes At Me - Moba Dance Academy
   3rd Place - Mia Lopiano - Dance Of The Swan - Moba Dance Academy
   4th Place - Skyla Jones - There Is Peace - Moba Dance Academy
   5th Place - Alexa Abagnale - I'm A Star - The Dream Center Dance Academy

Top Select Junior Solo
1st Place - Amanda Ostuni - The Violin - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
   2nd Place - Mikhaela Ampeloquio - Putting On The Ritz - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
   3rd Place - Lauryn Egan - Kick It - The Dream Center Dance Academy
   4th Place - Katelyn Williams - Don't Worry Be Happy - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
   5th Place - Brooke Phillips - Americano - Moba Dance Academy
   6th Place - Sophie George Les - Bohemian Rhapsody - Moba Dance Academy
   7th Place - Julianna Viebrock - Forever Young - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
   8th Place - Kaeley Langan - Wonderful World - Moba Dance Academy
   9th Place - Vita Malave - Butterfly - Moba Dance Academy
  10th Place - Sebastian Kaczor - Autumn - Moba Dance Academy
Top Select Teen Solo
1st Place - Sydney Cheng - Requiem For A Dream - Moba Dance Academy
  2nd Place - Marina Papic - The Meadow - Moba Dance Academy
  3rd Place - Julia Davidson - Hallelujah - The Dream Center Dance Academy
  4th Place - Nellie Licul - The Journey - Moba Dance Academy
  5th Place - Cayla Blake - Yellow - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
  6th Place - Emily Mcmanus - Bridge Over Troubled Waters - Moba Dance Academy
  7th Place - Jessica Lauro - Anthropology - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
  8th Place - Kayla Pinzur - In This Moment - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
  9th Place - Brielle Wyombs - My Spine - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
10th Place - Isabella Vieira - Rocketeer - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
11th Place - Jillian McNamara - Music Box - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
12th Place - Gabriella Tufano - Scherzo - Moba Dance Academy
13th Place - Mackenna Beirne - Carmen - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
14th Place - Sarah Bak - Yesterday - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
15th Place - Alexa Beichert - You're Beautiful - The Dream Center Dance Academy
16th Place - Ally Smerechniak - Spring - Nadias Performing Arts Centre
17th Place - Camille Torres - I'm In Love With You - Moba Dance Academy
18th Place - Amy Tolep - Sort Of - The Dream Center Dance Academy
19th Place - Vanessa Escobedo – To Be Beautiful – The Dream Center Dance Academy
20th Place – Danna Kimmelman – Hurt – The Dream Center Dance Academy

Top Select Senior Solo
1st Place - Cara Lin - Gravity - Moba Dance Academy
  2nd Place - Briana Langan - I Will Love You - Moba Dance Academy
  3rd Place - Rachel Binney - Cool My Heels - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
  4th Place - Allyson Ehrlckman - Green Light - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
  5th Place - Lauren Russo - Thank You For Nothing - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
  6th Place - Michelle Olson - Always Midnight - The Dream Center Dance Academy
  7th Place - Jannel Hincapie - Spoken Rhythms - Moba Dance Academy
  8th Place - Ashley Postiglione - Fragile - The Dream Center Dance Academy
  9th Place - Rebecca Brinkeroff - Skeleton - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
10th Place - Giana D'Avanzo - Crawl Up To My Room - The Dream Center Dance Academy
11th Place - Danielle Anderson - It Doesn't Hurt - The Dream Center Dance Academy
12th Place - Ashley Blake - Drops Of Jupiter - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
13th Place - Tamara Pope - Fever - The Dream Center Dance Academy
14th Place - Michael Sakelos - Powerful Beyond Measure - Nadias Performing Arts Centre
15th Place - Allison Davidson - In Wonderland - The Dream Center Dance Academy
16th Place - Samantha Bacarella - Rondo Alla Turk - Moba Dance Academy
17th Place - Jaime Schwarz - Drops Of Jupiter - The Dream Center Dance Academy
18th Place – Michael Haggerty – Unstoppable – Moba Dance Academy
19th Place – Alex Capolino – Bring Me Close – The Dream Center Dance Academy
20th Place – Jessica Pearson – Bring Me Close – The Dream Center Dance Academy

Top Select Petite Duet/Trio
1st Place - Burnin' Love - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
  2nd Place - Three Little Maids - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
  3rd Place - Stuck Like Glue - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
  4th Place - Rockstar - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
  5th Place - Rainbow Connection - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena,

Top Select Junior Duet/Trio
1st Place - Swans - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
  2nd Place - Handful Of Keys - Moba Dance Academy - Natalie Mossa, Jay Barrett
  3rd Place - Send In The Clowns - Moba Dance Academy - Natalie Mossa, Jay Barrett
  4th Place - Fierce - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
  5th Place - Jet Plane - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
Top Select Teen Duet/Trio
1st Place - MJ Medley - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
2nd Place - Somewhere Only We Know - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
3rd Place - Corner - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
4th Place - Winter Song - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
5th Place - Bless The Broken Road - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Select Senior Duet/Trio
1st Place - Dancing On My Own - Moba Dance Academy - Natalie Mossa, Jay Barrett
2nd Place - Rockabel's Canon - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
3rd Place - Why - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
4th Place - Home - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
5th Place - Dear Old Dixie - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena

Top Select Petite Small Group
1st Place - Over The Rainbow - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
2nd Place - Hero - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
3rd Place - Big Noise - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
4th Place - Hound Dog - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
5th Place - Imagine - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena

Top Select Junior Small Group
1st Place – Snow – The Dream Center Dance Academy – Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
2nd Place – Thunder Love – Seven Star School of Performing Arts – Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
3rd Place – Baby I’m A Star – The Dream Center Dance Academy – Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
4th Place – R’alama’ma Ding Dong – Moba Dance Academy Natalie Mossa
5th Place – Black Bird - The Dream Center Dance Academy – Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Select Teen Small Group
1st Place - Ordinary - Moba Dance Academy - Natalie Mossa, Jay Barrett
2nd Place - First Train Home - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
3rd Place - Da Doom - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
4th Place - Arms Of The Ocean - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
5th Place - Seasons - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Select Senior Small Group
1st Place - Tears Of An Angel - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
2nd Place - I Will Wait - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
3rd Place - Relief - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
4th Place - Forever Young - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
5th Place - I’ll Be There For You - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Select Petite Large Group
1st Place - Hokey Pokey - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
2nd Place - Sir Duke - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
3rd Place - Come On Everybody - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
4th Place - Fireball - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
5th Place - Thank God I’m A Country Boy - Seven Star School of Performing Arts – Nicole

Top Select Junior Large Group
1st Place - End Of The Innocence - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
2nd Place - Pop, Drop, And Roll - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
3rd Place - Crazy Conductor - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
4th Place - Bop Till You Drop - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
5th Place - Beethoven - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Select Teen Large Group
Top Select Senior Large Group
1st Place - Can't Make You Love Me - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
2nd Place - Hear You Me - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
3rd Place - Chaotic - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
4th Place - Royal T - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
5th Place - Final Farewell - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Select Junior Line
1st Place - 42nd Street - Carolyn's DANCENTER - Carolyn LaPorte, Christine Evdos
2nd Place - After School - Carolyn's DANCENTER - Carolyn LaPorte, Christine Evdos
3rd Place - Old School - Carolyn's DANCENTER - Carolyn LaPorte, Christine Evdos
4th Place - Living Dead Girl - Elite Dance Studio - Marie Seaquist, Teresa Hansen
5th Place - Bohemian Rhapsody - Carolyn's DANCENTER - Carolyn LaPorte, Christine Evdos

Top Select Teen Line
1st Place - 30 And Boogie - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
2nd Place - Broken Glass - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
3rd Place - Circles - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
4th Place - Apocalyptic - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
5th Place - Yellow Diamonds - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Select Senior Line
1st Place - The Most Human Thing - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
2nd Place - Vogue - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
3rd Place - B-Day - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Petite/Junior Select Apogee Award
Snow – The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Teen/Senior Select Apogee Award
Ordinary - Moba Dance Academy - Natalie Mossa, Jay Barrett

Top Classic Petite Solo
1st Place - Faith Meyer - Like A Song - Strut Your Stuff Studios
2nd Place - Ashley Schnabel - All About Me - Broadway's Stage Door
3rd Place - Molly Corry - Robotic - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
4th Place - Kirsten Robinson - Hey Lil' Mama - Elite Dance Studio
5th Place - Christopher Frisco - Can't Touch This - Seven Star School of Performing Art

Top Classic Junior Solo
1st Place - Nikol Antoniou - Everywhere I Go - Strut Your Stuff Studios
2nd Place - Andrew Woodstead - Singing In The Rain - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
3rd Place - Clarissa Lugo-Comans - My Fathers Heart - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
4th Place - Danielle Kilcawley - Don't Rain On My Parade - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
5th Place - Amanda Gentile - Smooth Criminal - Seven Star School of Performing Arts

Top Classic Teen Solo
1st Place - Kaela Ason - Hit The Ground Running - Strut Your Stuff Studios
2nd Place - Kayla Schnabel - It's About That Walk - Broadway's Stage Door
3rd Place - Angela Fioretti - Can't Help Falling In Love - Broadway's Stage Door
4th Place - Jessica Martino - Rock Your Soul - Broadway's Stage Door
5th Place - Anna Krzyzewski - Big Noise From Winnetka - Seven Star School of Performing

**Top Classic Senior Solo**
1st Place - Belinda Vuto - Where I Land - Seven Star School of Performing Arts
   2nd Place - Gabriella Javinett - Prayer Variation - Madelines Dance Center
   3rd Place - Tara Kilcawley - Fascinating Rhythm - Seven Star School of Performing Arts

**Top Classic Petite Duet/Trio**
1st Place - Omigod You Guys - Elite Dance Studio - Marie Seaquist, Teresa Hansen

**Top Classic Junior Duet/Trio**
1st Place - Wings - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julianne Corbett
   2nd Place - Wash That Man - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
   3rd Place - Loathing - Elite Dance Studio - Marie Seaquist, Teresa Hansen
   4th Place - We Go Together - Nadias Performing Arts Centre - Nadia Avigliano
   5th Place - Tambourine - Broadway's Stage Door - Christine D'Aquila

**Top Classic Petite Small Group**
1st Place - Bubble Gum Boy - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   2nd Place - Tutti Frutti - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   3rd Place - Cha Cha - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   4th Place - Sugar Pies - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
   5th Place - Who Got The Party Rockin' - Elite Dance Studio - Marie Seaquist, Teresa Hansen

**Top Classic Junior Small Group**
1st Place - Prima Ladies - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julianne Corbett
   2nd Place - Gonna Dance - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julianne Corbett
   3rd Place - Circus Dolls - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julianne Corbett
   4th Place - Sassy Senoritas - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julianne Corbett
   5th Place - Tightrope - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julianne Corbett

**Top Classic Teen Small Group**
1st Place - The Heist - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
   2nd Place - All For Believing - Broadway's Stage Door - Christine D'Aquila
   3rd Place - Wicked Circus - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julianne Corbett
   4th Place - Party Rock - Dance Odyssey - Erin Dorgan
   5th Place - Use Somebody - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena

**Top Classic Petite Large Group**
1st Place - Keep A Knockin' - Broadway's Stage Door - Christine D'Aquila
   2nd Place - Ladies Choice - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julianne Corbett
   3rd Place - Centerfield - Broadway's Stage Door - Christine D'Aquila

**Top Classic Junior Large Group**
1st Place - Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
   2nd Place - Hive Life - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
   3rd Place - Sweet Lullaby - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julianne Corbett
   4th Place - Signed, Sealed, Delivered - Nadias Performing Arts Centre - Nadia Avigliano
   5th Place - Hairspray - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena

**Top Classic Teen Large Group**
1st Place - Are We There Yet? - Broadway's Stage Door - Christine D'Aquila
2nd Place - Jump - Broadway's Stage Door - Christine D'Aquila
3rd Place - You Can't Stop The Beat - Broadway's Stage Door - Christine D'Aquila
4th Place - Chicago - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena

Top Classic Junior Line
1st Place - All Around The World - Strut Your Stuff Studios - Julianne Corbett

Classic Apogee Award
Bubble Gum Boy - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Petite/Junior Solo Photogenic
Nina Gutierrez – Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena

Teen/Senior Solo Photogenic
Amy Tolep - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Petite Solo Costume
Isabella De Gregorio - Vogue - Moba Dance Academy

Junior Solo Costume
Cristina Barretta - Wepa - Nadias Performing Arts Centre

Teen Solo Costume
Universe – Madelines Dance Center – Madeline Bartolotti

Senior Solo Costume
Giana D'Avanzo - Crawl Up To My Room - The Dream Center Dance Academy

Petite/Junior Duet/Trio Costume
Clueless Detective - Madelines Dance Center - Madeline Bartolotti

Teen/Senior Duet/Trio Costume
You Move Away - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Petite/Junior Group Costume
Anything Goes - Elite Dance Studio - Marie Seaquist, Teresa Hansen

Teen/Senior Group Costume
Golden Divas - Carolyn's DANCENTER - Carolyn LaPorte, Christine Evdos

Adult Award
Vincenza Bartolillo - Criminal Intent - Elite Dance Studio

Parent Award
Liberty Ackerman - Flash - Carolyn's DANCENTER

Choreography Awards
Moba Dance Academy   Natalie Mossa, Jay Barrett
Seven Star School of Performing Arts   Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena
Elite Dance Studio   Marie Seaquist, Teresa Hansen
The Dream Center Dance Academy   Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund
Petite/Junior Production Award
42nd Street - Carolyn’s DANCENTER - Carolyn LaPorte, Christine Evdos

Teen/Senior Production Award
Puttin On The Ritz - Nadias Performing Arts Centre - Nadia Avigliano

Petite/Junior Fusion Award
Send In The Clowns - Moba Dance Academy - Natalie Mossa, Jay Barrett

Teen/Senior Fusion Award
Bless The Broken Road - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Petite/Junior Odyssey Award
Ramalama Ding Dong - Moba Dance Academy - Natalie Mossa, Jay Barrett

Teen/Senior Odyssey Award
First Train Home - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena

FDC People’s Choice Award
Circles - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena

KARtv Awards & Benefit Show Top Category Winners:

Top Jazz Performance:
Broken Glass - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Lyrical/Contemporary Performance:
Ordinary – Moba Dance Academy – Natalie Mossa

Top Tap Performance:
Toxic - Seven Star School of Performing Arts - Nicole Aravena, Donna Aravena

Top Character/Musical Theater Performance:
Jet Set – Elite Dance Studio – Marie Seaquist

Top Hip Hop Performance:
Chaotic - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund

Top Open/Modern/Acro Performance:
I Will Wait - The Dream Center Dance Academy - Anjuli Bova, Cheryl Freund